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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
LOST & FOUND
AN ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC MUSICAL COMPOSITION
REFERENCING A DAY IN AN AFRICAN VILLAGE:
A COMMENTARY ON A MUSICAL COMPOSITION

Electro-acoustic music composition makes it possible for composers to manipulate
sounds with the computer with either alone or both live and prerecorded sounds. From
the end of the 19th century when the first electronic devices for performing music were
developed up till today, transformations in music technology keep surfacing and the
possibilities with working with sounds have become endless. Electro-acoustic music
has the ability to conjure mental images using vast sound manipulation techniques
using the DAW(Digital audio workstation) and sound amplification through
loudspeakers. Every space in our environment has its unique sound/s. Lost and found
through these techniques provides an insight to a space which seems distant by
geographical location but closer through sound.
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BACKGROUND
The following narrative provides a detailed account of the creative process that
resulted in the electro-acoustic composition, “Lost & Found,” a prerequisite for a master’s
degree in music composition.
A recording of “Lost & Found” is available at the following link:
https://soundcloud.com/george-mensah-essilfie/lost-found-by-george-mensah-essilfie/s8KyWr
“Lost & Found” offers listeners an acousmatic composition for fixed, two-channel
digital media. Utilizing the versatile capabilities of MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface), this arrangement syncs a collection of recordings consisting of pitched sounds,
sampled instruments, transformed loops (percussion), and sounds from several different
voices. The piece plays both with juxtapositions and superimpositions of music elements,
interweaving cultural perspectives as well.
More specifically, the composer has created contrast through his choice of sounds
and electro-acoustic manipulation techniques. These invite listeners to consider how
sampled loops as well as recorded and synthesized sounds can combine to transport them
to a rich and intriguing musical heritage. Composed in Arch form, the piece depicts the
cultural life of an African tribe. It focuses on the intricacies of life in a culture that typically
uses music and movement in almost every activity, e.g., calling a name, walking, cuddling
a baby. Leveraging the transformations and re-orderings of recognizable materials, the
piece musically represents the physical and emotional state of the often-passionate tribal
people, highlighting their simple yet colorful culture filled with deep relationships and
closeness to nature.
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The composer’s choices of instruments and sounds throughout the composition
often reflect the cultural and geographical location set in Ghana, West Africa. Behaviors,
language, melodic and harmonic tendencies, and spatial effects, etc., contribute to the
aesthetics of a myriad of scenes. The composer incorporated his own vocal improvisations
as well, transforming them into synthesized sounds and creating MIDI tracks and loops.
The textural organization involved layering and sequencing in the digital audio workstation
(DAW) and served as a complete ensemble of its own. All these creative devices embodied
the composer’s depth of music-making and formed the structural basis for this robust
electro-acoustic composition.
In essence, “Lost & Found” offers a blend of electro-acoustic music-making
practices coupled with experimentation. While the composer has utilized digital audio
workstation such as Cubase and Notion in the past, he chose GarageBand as the exclusive
DAW for this piece. With GarageBand’s surge in popularity, the composer welcomed the
opportunity to become familiar and more dexterous with its use, an advantage for any
composer today. It presented a few challenges and a slow learning curve, certainly, but
GarageBand’s somewhat friendly interface sparked the composer’s motivation and
creativity to seamlessly integrate the multiple sound sources to produce the much-desired
result.
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OBJECTIVE
In designing “Lost & Found,” the composer interweaves a myriad of elements to
tell a poignant story of the country he calls home. Indeed, music comprises an integral part
of storytelling in West Africa, especially in Ghana; this opportunity to use electro-acoustic
music composition not only served to enhance this vital storytelling genre, but the
storytelling element also impacted and enriched the composition’s creative process as well,
giving it a pathway to incorporate an array of inventive techniques. As the listener is
transported across the globe to an African village, he or she can discern the timbre of many
West African instruments used in their natural state or controlled and stretched beyond
their capabilities by means of electronics.
As of 2019, no composer from Ghana or in the diaspora of its people is known to
be actively involved in electro-acoustic music composition. However, a popular musical
genre does prevail in Ghana, West Africa, today: African electro - dance music (EDM),
characterized by melodies, vocals, and sound effects layered over a steady beat (Dayal and
Ferrigno 2012). Ghana also hosts frequent EDM festivals and shows, a popular draw for
all ages. As a notable feature, EDM tracks utilize the sampling and sequencing of hip hop,
a practice in which a musician records a specific portion of sound and then inserts it into a
new piece of music. Ethical and legal issues notwithstanding, EDM producers and DJs
continuously capitalize on musicians’ creative impulse to reuse, recycle, or rework
previously created material (Dayal and Ferrigno 2012). Building on this intense musical
focus as a key part of Ghana’s heritage, the objective behind the composition of “Lost &
Found” lies in the desire to explore West African storytelling through electro-acoustic
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music to spark conversations within the field and to entice or compel other composers to
explore this worthwhile path as well.
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ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC MUSIC
According to Grove Music Online, one can define electro-acoustic music as “music
that uses electronic technology, now primarily computer-based, to access, generate,
explore, and configure sound materials, and in which loudspeakers are the prime medium
of transmission” (Emmerson and Smalley 2001). Indeed, this definition offers a broad
description, referring to the use of computer technology, electronics, sound, and elements
of music in various relationships and capacities; yet, these variances have given musicians
a wide latitude in which to create and perform the growing variety of electro-acoustic music
now seen today. Still applicable in the twenty-first century, American composer Barry
Schrader remarked that the definition of electro-acoustic music is “so broad that it serves
only to distinguish such music from acoustic music, music produced by naturally
resonating bodies” (Schrader, 1982, Page 1).
Birthed in the late 1940s and mid-1950s, electro-acoustic music initially included
two groups of arrangers or composers, who touted differing objectives in regard to what
electro- acoustic music should entail. Pierre Schaeffer in Paris, who spearheaded Musique
Concrète, heralded this music genre as dependent on the juxtaposition of common sounds
recorded to tape or disc; while in Cologne, Germany, Herbert Eimert emerged as the brain
behind Elektronische Musik, the synthesizer-savvy style that focused on the development
of tones utilizing only sine waves. Eimert viewed electro-acoustic music as simply an
electronic update or augmentation of serialism (Electroacoustic Music – Insync, 2005). 1
The basic connection between the two schools of music creation lies in its recording and
performance through amplifiers, with no human performer.
1

Sweetwater is one of the largest online retailers of musical instruments and pro audio equipment in the United States.
Insync is a page on their website that provides daily music news and reviews.
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Building on the framework formed more than a half-century ago, two main genres
have been popularized since about the mid-1980s: acousmatic and live electronic music.
Acousmatic music is intended for loudspeaker listening and exists only in prerecorded
sounds or recorded form (tape, compact disc, computer storage). Unlike musical works
realized using music scores exclusively, compositions that are purely acousmatic (in
listening terms) often exist solely as fixed media audio recordings. Musicians specifically
compose acousmatic music compositions for presentation using loudspeakers, as opposed
to a live performance. This stems from a compositional tradition that dates to the
introduction of Schaeffer’s Musique Concrète in the 1940s. In contrast, live electronic
music uses technology to generate, transform, or trigger sounds (or a combination of these)
in the act of performance; this may include generating sound with voices and traditional
instruments, electro-acoustic instruments, or other devices and controls linked to computerbased systems.
Both genres, acousmatic and live electronic music depend on loudspeaker
transmission, and an electro-acoustic work can combine acousmatic and live elements
(Emmerson and Smalley 2001). Most electro-acoustic pieces today do just that, using
techniques from both styles. Since the early 1980s, many electro-acoustic pieces have
included live performers, either playing alongside a tape or, as of late, utilizing live
electronic processing of the performer’s sound.
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THE STORY
“Lost & Found” by George Mensah Essilfie
A farmer and hunter, Kwesi lives in the Akotam village. After the healing of his
knee injury, he is so eager to go hunting that he lays awake the entire night, unable to sleep.
He lives in a large compound with his three wives and fifteen children, all between the ages
of four months and fifteen years old. Each of his wives reside in a separate hut beautifully
plastered with different colors of rich mud from the Akotam hills.
Twisting and turning on his bed of feathers and leaves from the baobab tree, Kwesi
prays for the first cockcrow, the signal for awaking and getting ready for the day. He can’t
wait to go to the forest with his large family, his three wives and 15 children. At long last,
he hears the first cockcrow. Then, no sooner does the second cock crow than the birds
begin to tweet.
As usual, upon hearing the cockcrows and tweeting birds, Kwesi’s two dogs begin
barking. Now up and moving, Kwesi spies his bow and arrow as well as his gun, all of
which he will take with him in case a grass cutter, a guinea fowl known as a West African
delicacy, crosses his path. Kwesi yodels to awaken his three wives as they need to prepare
for their journey to the farm; the farm sits at the edge of the forest, just after the big
waterfalls that cascade into the Akotam River.
Going to the forest with Papa (that is what his children call him) is always a time
the children anticipate with great excitement. They will have the opportunity to play with
other children on the way and chase bush rats and grass cutters at the farm.
Soon, Kwesi and his family are on their way. They pass through bushy roads and
bare paths. They pass by the immense, beautiful waterfalls that lead into the Akotam River.
7

They settle right beyond the river on Kwesi’s farm, located at the opening of the deep
forest.
Kwesi glimpses a majestic deer and follows it stealthily into the forest. He trails it
into the deep forest and then realizes . . . oh, no! . . . he cannot find his way back to his
family. He wanders amongst the large trees for hours, tense and anxious, curious and
concerned.
When the time comes to return to the village, Kwesi’s three wives become worried
as they cannot find him. They, too, trek into the deep forest, shouting and making hooting
calls to determine Kwesi’s location. And then the wives begin to panic, the baby crying as
he senses the confusion. 2
Wisely, Kwesi fires shots from his gun to provide a cue to his location and then
responds to the hooting calls from his wives. This shooting and calling continues until the
family and Kwesi find one another, culminating in a celebration of music and dance that
emanates from their instruments that the family has brought along.
Soon the sun begins to set and twilight descends, meaning they need to leave the
forest canopy. They follow the same path that brought them there, approaching the
waterfall that leads to the river. They chatter and laugh, and those carrying instruments
occasionally play them to add enjoyment and shorten their walk back to the village.
Everyone feels the tiredness after a day of adventure, so their return is now a quiet
one, interlaced with the intermittent chattering of voices. As they approach their village,
the drum plays to announce their return, and Kwesi’s two hunting dogs began to bark when

2

All baby sounds from Freesound.Org. https://freesound.org/.
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they spot Kwesi and his family. Soon it grows dark: time for everyone to slip into bed, a
restful sleep awaiting.
The moral or message behind this story first focuses on the cohesion of family.
Everyone is important, and showing emotion is part of portraying a family’s concern and
anguish, love and joy. Music can express our emotions and give life to our surroundings.
Also, amid living in closeness with one another, the story resonates the message to always
be prepared for the worst but hope for the best. Kwesi took his guns on his journey and
forest adventure while the family members brought their instruments; yet, if Kwesi had
brought his two dogs, they could have quickly helped him find his way back to his family.
Still, deep contentment is possible when the peace of home awaits.

Figure 1Compound of Kwesi
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THE MAKING OF “LOST & FOUND”
Telling a story through electro-acoustic music meant delving into areas that did not
deal only with sound but with the life, culture, and musical heritage of a distinct people
group. After identifying a setting, a host of sounds emerged to convey the storyline in a
compelling way.
System and resources: MacOS Mojave I-Mac 16 GB 27 inch; Shure SM58 Dynamic mic;
audio interface UR 22mk II by Steinberg; GarageBand software Mac inclusive; sound files
downloaded from internet; composers’ external recordings in studio and external sounds,
e.g., bird sounds ("Xeno-Canto: Sharing Bird Sounds from Around the World" 2019) 3,
Loops, sounds from GarageBand; and VST 4 from software.
Setting: An African village in Northern Ghana, West Africa.
Background of Village Folk: Vocation mainly hunting and farming.
Family: Patriarchal, large families.
Living: Usually in a large compound with separate huts—one hut for each wife and
children; the man lives in separate hut. See Fig. 1
Musical Heritage: Percussion, melodic instruments, body percussion for dancing, and
sounds made through vocalization.
Structure: The composition is programmatic and in Arch form—a sectional structure
based on repetition in such a way that the music’s overall structure appears "symmetrical."

3
4

Xeno-Canto is a website dedicated to sharing bird sounds from all over the world. https://www.xeno-canto.org/.

Steinberg's Virtual Studio Technology (VST) is an interface for integrating software audio synthesizer and effect plugins with audio
editors and hard-disk recording systems. It was invented as a way of adding real-time audio effects to audio tracks recorded on a
computer.
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Sections are not repeated verbatim but merely share common thematic material

Figure 2Structure/Form

Section A IN THE VILLAGE
0.00 It is dawn and the roosters are announcing the wake of dawn. The dogs from different
huts are barking. Both are heard from different sides of the large compound. Wake up calls,
used as an alarm for the compound to wake up and get ready for the day, come in as a
three-note melody with the words, “Yay - li – be - bem - bay.” These are nonsensical words
to show distinctiveness of the wakeup or departure call. The response is always the same
words, but the response is sometimes tweaked at the discretion of the responder.
There is walking around the compound and voices as mothers and siblings interact while
getting ready for the forest. The instruments to be carried to the farm are heard as the
carriers or players play some simple melodies. It is not an intentional performance, but to
announce the song they will play when they are relaxing from working on the farm.
Section B THE JOURNEY TO THE FOREST
11

2.00 Footsteps through the dry leaves are heard throughout the journey. Voices are heard
in the distance as they talk while they journey to the forest. They pass by the waterfall.
5.07 The hunter sees a deer and follows it. The deer is heard bleating.

Section C LOST AND FOUND
5.07 The hunter tries to follow and shoot the deer. As the deer runs farther into the forest,
the hunter gets lost. He gets confused as to which direction to go to reach the family.
5.44 Heartbeats and heavy breathing signify the confusion and fear he is experiencing. The
family, not hearing or seeing the hunter, believes he is in danger. They go looking for the
hunter.
5.50 As the family looks for the hunter, the rustling of leaves from their footsteps is heard.
The baby senses danger and cries.
6.13 Hooting calls, as in “hoo,” are used when someone gets lost in the forest.
6.57 Hunter is found, and there is joy and laughter. This is sealed with a celebrative dance
and lively music.
The bass guitar is used as a fusion of African and Western instruments. The base of the
music for the celebration is pentatonic. Melodies from the kora, marimba, and sampled
tongue drum are featured. The percussion comprises the cowbell, which holds the timeline
of most African dance ensembles, shakers, congas, kick drum (substituted in place of
djembe), and hand clap.
Section B THE JOURNEY FROM THE FOREST
8.30 Celebration is over, and it is time to return to the village. Footsteps walk through the
dry leaves. Waterfalls are heard as they pass through the same path to the village. The
12

layered soundscapes, signifying the forest sounds, and a drone from echoes and spaces
appear in the background.
Section A BACK IN THE VILLAGE
As they approach the village and into their compound, the dogs bark afar to greet the family
from the forest. The instrumentalist cannot help but strum and blow some melodies as they
reach the compound. The yodeling and drumming that signified the alarm to wake up and
get ready for the day are once again heard, but this time signifying the arrival of the family.
Soon, the night drifts away and all becomes quiet.
A

B

C

B

Figure 3Structure in Wav Form
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A

THE COMPOSITION PROCESS
Five optional templates create a track in GarageBand: empty project, keyboard
collection (uses MIDI), amp collection (guitar through audio interface), vocal and
acoustic instruments through microphone, and hip-hop template.

Figure 4Starting a new track

However, one can use any of the templates irrespective of the project, and the new tracks option
allows an audio or MIDI track to be inserted.

Figure 5Templates in GarageBand
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MIDI: Software Instruments use MIDI data rather than actual sound waves to create a
track. With MIDI, a composer can record only one Software Instrument track at a time. To
play MIDI signals from a physical piano keyboard, a MIDI keyboard to the computer is
needed. It could also be connected to the computer through an audio interface.
With real instrument tracks (audio), more than one track could play at the same time.
These are connected through an audio interface.

Figure 6 Audio Interface

An audio interface is a piece of hardware that expands and improves

a computer’s

sonic capabilities. Some audio interfaces give composers the ability to connect professional
microphones, instruments, and other kinds of signals to a computer while outputting a
variety of signals as well. This enabled the recording of vocals to audio tracks or sample
acoustic instruments like a Tongue drum 5 and vocals (chant, yodel, whisper, etc.).

5
A drum from a hollowed log with slits top and of African origin. The one used in this composition was custom made
by https://www.hardwoodmusiccompany.com/.
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LISTENING GUIDE AND EFFECTS
While Drake, Herder, and Modugno (1975) agree that the aim of a descriptive piece is its

ability to evoke specific images, they also assert that “Mental imagery is highly subjective.”

(77)

A foot thump may sound like a hand blow and, a sound of a washing machine may

sound like a kitchen blender to the audience. Thus, sounds used in “Lost & Found,” were

carefully selected to evoke the images in the story.

Audio clips imported into the project, prerecorded and composer created loops,

sampled sounds and, effect plug ins were employed to enhance the story. Some of the
voices were sampled and others imported as audio clips. Effects were applied to both
sampled and sound clips uploaded into the project.
•

Sound files. Cockcrow: prerecorded wav sound file used.
Bird tweets: recorded by composer; sound wav imported into project.
Dog barks:6 ("Freesound," 2019)
Manipulations: EQ, Reverb, Noise Gate, and automation for fade in and out, with
reverse playback on cockcrow to make the same audio file sound different.

•

Human voices: Sampled tongue clucks by composer. The composer’s recorded tongue
clucks were generated into a sample. The human clucks partly represented
talking/speech. Yodeling - human calls recorded on studio mic by composer. Background
voices of adults and siblings were imported into project as wav files from freesound.org.
Wakeup calls - sounded from one hut to the other on the same compound were recorded
by composer at the studio. This alerts family to be ready for the journey to the forest.

6

Freesound.Org. https://freesound.org/.
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Manipulations: Modulation to create a doubling effect, pitch format to create several
voices talking. Reverb and compressor applied to Yodeling tongue clucks, and departure
and arrival calls.
•

Soundscapes: created from the VST collections of GarageBand—Emerald Haze pad,
String movement, and Airways. Sounds are layered or used in their single state with
effects. The drone-like effect creates a dramatic effect of the forest space. As the drones
strive to be sustained with energy, the separate sounds meet each other and become
almost indistinguishable from one another. This creates a powerful energy that
characterizes hollow spaces in the deep forest.
Manipulations: Amp simulations and pedal effects, modulation, pedal board, reverse
playback, and, reverb. Equalization was applied to the tones or internal sounds played on
the M-Audio Oxygen 49 Midi keyboard.

•

Gun shots: Kick and snare sounds combined and tweaked to desired gunshot sound.
Manipulations: The Amp simulations and pedal effects, reverb, modulation, and echo.

•

Human danger calls: Usually used when the main story character gets lost in the forest.
The hooting calls help the family determine the direction he is located.
Manipulations: Reverb, echo, delay and, panning.

•

Babies crying, laughing, composer-recorded laughter.
Manipulations: Reverb, echo, modulation.

•

Waterfall: A sound clip.
Manipulations: Equalization, reverb, noise gate, and distortion to make it more realistic.
17

•

Tongue drum: Played and recorded by composer and sampled to be used as MIDI.

Figure 7Recording a Wooden Tongue Drum for Sampling

•

Loops: They are prerecorded musical phrases or riffs imported into a project.
They contain musical patterns (rhythmic, melodic or harmonic, pitched or unpitched
sounds) that can be repeated over and over and extended to fill any amount of time.
These could include audio loops, software instrument loops, and drummer editor loops.
An African ensemble was created and exported into a loop to be used in this projectensemble for the celebration in section C (7.14).
The making of the African ensemble loop was a layer of percussion, melodic, and
harmonic instrument patterns recorded in MIDI by composer using VST sounds that
come with the software. Sounds of cowbell, shakers, conga, and djembe (substituted with
drum kick) were layered together with the African king loop prerecorded from
GarangeBand and converted to wav to create a loop. In fig. The African king loop
(comprising a prerecorded African xylophone pattern) was layered with composer’s own
patterns of various instruments to create a loop.

18

Figure 8 Layered Instruments and Loop

•

African drum ensemble loop: To create this African ensemble, rhythms were played
using the VST percussion. Sounds of cowbell, shakers, conga, and djembe (substituted
with drum kick) were layered to form an ensemble and then exported to wav to create a
loop.
Manipulations: Equalization, layering, sequencing, pitch variation, compressor.

Figure 9 Layered instruments in wav

•

Unpitched percussion: Snare used to generate an unpitched sound. The sound is
transformed from percussive state to a spectral, drone, sine sounding sound. It is heard in
the B section where the hunter goes deeper into the forest following a game. Not too
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many unpitched sounds were used as the forest itself is filled with vast music. Also, the
music played in the forest when the head of the family (the hunter) was found proves an
indication of the musicality of the village folk.
Manipulations: Reverse playback, layering, sequencing, pitch variation, and modulation,
Amp simulations and pedal effects, compressor.
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CONCLUSION
For the composer who wants to add cultural aesthetics to his creations, electroacoustic music offers exciting, overwhelming, and endless possibilities. Even the most
abstract electro - acoustic composition must be backed by decisions as to the extent of
transformations included within a piece. The sound capabilities of a given instrument
sometimes have no end, and the composer is left with the decision to cross boundaries.
This creates curiosity in the composer and opens new branches to the story.
In a piece such as “Lost and Found,” it was necessary for the composer to consider
the musical heritage of the area in question. With electro acoustic music, the composer had
to decide whether to observe the musical forms and sounds or ignore the traditional
elements. The former seemed more appropriate considering the storyline. In either case,
electro-acoustic makes it possible to perform distinctive compositions in compelling ways.
A way forward certainly exists to explore performances that contextualize African music
heritage within a variety of platforms: live electronics, music for tape and instruments,
music for electronics and instruments, computer music, and synthesizer music.
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GLOSSARY
Amp simulations and pedal effects: Could be used on vocals, drums, electric pianos, and
other instruments. Amp Designer, Bass Amp Designer, and Pedalboard plug-ins.
Compressor: A compressor adjusts the volume of the patch to smooth out sudden level
changes. Compressors can add punch and definition to a track or an entire song and can
make it sound better when played on audio equipment with a narrow dynamic range. An
effect in which the difference between the loudest and softest parts of a song or track are
decreased. Compression can add punch and focus to a song and make the song sound better
when played on equipment with a narrower dynamic range.
Delay, reverb and echo adds space to a sound. They are useful in applying to individual
tracks as well as to master output.
Distortion: When sounds ae stretched beyond its normal frequencies, they produce
distortion. Distortion effects change original sounds and add tubes effect. This plug-in
could be used to produce unnatural sounds and tones. The output could be a cackling,
crushing, humping, sine, tensed and etc.
Effects and plug-ins 7 ("GarageBand for Mac: Add and Edit Effect Plug-Ins" 2019)
GarageBand comes with two types of plug-ins. One for instruments, which is for the
software instrument tracks, and the other is for audio and instrument tracks as well.
Effect plug-ins: These could be applied on individual tracks and master track. Includes
reverb, compressors, delays, and other special effects.

7

A plug in is a piece of software used in Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) programs to process audio and enhance
workflow.
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Instrument plug-ins: These include pianos, organs, synthesizers and other keyboards, and
other instruments. One can use Audio Units instrument plug-ins on software instrument
tracks only.

Figure 10 Plugins

EQ: (short for equalization). This could be applied to each track. It is a very important plug

in that could boost overall output. It can change the level of frequencies in a sound. It could
be applied to master racks or a boost in overall sound.
Modulation: Can shift sound or pitch through repetition. These are used to add depth to
the sound. Doubling a voice and tremolo are examples of modulation effects.
Noise Gate: is usually included in each track by default; it serves as a check for the level
of noise on a track.
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Reverb adds shadow to a sound in a space. It adds presence to the sound. It could be used
on both instruments and voices. Reverb plug-ins are categorized in rooms, such as hall,
cathedral, medium room, small room, etc.
Reverse Audio playback gives dramatic effects to sounds, unique textures, plus other
spectral effects.
Panning enables individual tracks within a project to be heard either from the left, center,
or right of the loudspeaker. The knob could be adjusted to suit how far a sound could be
positioned. The pan knob is mostly on the track header. The panning effect made a sound
appear in only the left, right or both speakers. It is used in making a sound appear in the
background rather than the foreground. The dogs barking and the roosters crowing were
panned to get the action represented at different sides of the compound.
The Pedalboard simulates the sound of several famous “stomp box” pedal effects. In
pedalboard, a combination of effects could be applied to Guitars and other tracks such as
vocal and keyboard tracks. It is possible to create custom pedal effect combinations. To
access the pedalboard in Garage Band, click the Pedals button in the Smart Controls menu
bar as seen below. Equalization, pedalboard, and distortion.
Sampling was applied to the tongue drum and human clucking. Sampling in music is
digitally extracting a sound from any recorded material and using it in another recording.
They could include melody, speech, rhythm, or other sounds. Most samplers are integrated
into digital audio workstations like GarageBand, Cubase, pro tools, etc. In GarageBand,
the AU Sampler enables the recorded wav to be sampled, which turns into MIDI signals
when played on the keyboard.
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To sample an audio file, open new track, select audio, drag the audio file into the
workspace. Cut the part for the sampling using command and T function. Export track to
wav. Open a new software track and go into plug-ins in the smart controls. Check the AU
Instruments, then Apple, then click on AU Sampler. Choose stereo, and the sampler pops
up.

Figure 11Exporting audio to track - Sample Step one

Figure 12Exporting track to wav - Sample Step two
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Figure 13Open a new software track - Sampling step three

To open new software track, then go into plug-ins in smart controls. Check the AU
Instruments, then Apple, then click on AU Sampler. Choose stereo, and the sampler pops
up.

Figure 14Sampling Interface

When sampling in GarangeBand, the keyboard will sound with the original VST, if “Sine
440 Built-In” is not deleted. Highlight “Sine 440 Built-In” and then hit the “subtract”
symbol below.
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The sound that comes out is the sample. The keyboard now plays the sample. Pitch and
other parameters could be tweaked to the desired sound. Samples could be saved in AU
sampler for easy recall.

Figure 15Sampler parameters
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